CAB Abstracts Plus Collection

Unique collection of 'hard to find' agricultural and applied life sciences research and CABI full text from around the world.

The CAB Abstracts Plus Collection offers users easy access to highly sought-after agricultural, forestry and allied life science research. It is a natural complement to the CAB Abstracts bibliographic database, also available from Ovid, providing a wealth of full text and other material, much of it available electronically for the first time.

CAB Abstracts Plus is accessible through CAB Abstracts. It features five related products brought together in a single, cost-effective, collection.

- CAB Reviews: Perspectives in Agriculture, Veterinary Science, Nutrition and Natural Resources - Authoritative reviews commissioned and published by CABI.
- Distribution Maps of Plant Diseases - Most authoritative source on the presence and extent of specific plant diseases.
- Distribution Maps of Plant Diseases - Widely respected reference on the global distribution and extent of plant pests.
- Descriptions of Fungi and Bacteria - Standardized, illustrated descriptions of pathogens and other species of economic importance

Ovid also offers a Reviews Archive of over 3,000 reviews published by CABI between 1973 and 2003 as a one-time purchase.

Every document in CAB Abstracts Plus is indexed in CAB Abstracts, making searching and browsing easy.
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Leisure, Recreation & Tourism
Meteorology & Atmospheric Sciences
Nutrition & Dietetics
Parasitology and Infectious Diseases
Plant Sciences
Rural Studies
Soil Science
Veterinary Science
Virology
Zoology

Language
English

Frequency
Random

What's Included
CAB Abstracts Full Text Select
CAB Abstracts Plus: Descriptions of Fungi and Bacteria
CAB Abstracts Plus: Distribution Maps of Plant Diseases
CAB Abstracts Plus: Distribution Maps of Plant Pests
CAB Reviews: Perspectives in Agriculture, Veterinary Science, Nutrition and Natural Resources